
[ Nella Banner - Stage Plot & Description ]

Object Comments

1 Monitors * supplied by venue

2 AC power *

3 TRS cables TRS cables to FOH * see note below

4 Table / Surface For vocal pedals & Drum machine

5 Mic Stand & Clip

6 Mic * supplied by artist

7 Vocal FX Pedal *

8 Elektron Digitakt *

9 Violin *

10 Looper *

11 Violin FX pedal board *

Items 1-2 *supplied by venue

Item 3: Two options depending on input availability:
1. L/R stereo signal to FOH
2. L/R stereo signal from looper & individual outs for Vocals, Violin & L/R Stereo

Drum Machine (total of 6 outs)

Items 3-5 *can be supplied by artist if needed - please communicate if required



[ Nella Banner Tech Rider ]

[ Description of act / equipment list ]

Solo live act: Nella will be performing w/ electric violin, vocals, drum
machine & looper

*Nella will come with all above equipment/cables/instrumentation required

*All components sent through Boss RC600 looper, can be sent via a L/R stereo
out or individually (total of 6 outs).

[ Backline ]

1. table surface approx 30” x 14” (for vocal pedals and Elektron Digitakt)

2. Mic stand & clip

3. 2 x ¼” TRS to FOH from stereo L/R from loop pedal

OR

6 ¼” TRS/TS for Individual outs:

- L/R stereo signal from looper
- Vocals
- Violin
- L/R stereo Drum Machine

* Please inform Nella what Inputs are available and if individual outs can be
sent to FOH.

4. AC power source accessible for power conditioner/bar

[ Stage Plot / Requirements ]

1. Enough physical space on stage to set up a mic stand, folding piano stand
table, loop pedal (19”x8”) and pedal board (20”x12”) and power bar on floor

2. at least one monitor mix, preferably 2

3. a safe & secure dry place to store two gear suitcases and a violin case

4. AC power source accessible



[ Nella Banner Tech Rider ]

[ set-up / sound check ]

1. 15-20 minute setup time (can do most of this backstage on a surface if a
quicker change over is required)

*please inform artist how much time can be allotted for set-up/change over

2. 10-20 minute sound check

*please inform artist in advance if a sound check will or will not be possible

[ Contact ]

Please contact Nella at
nellabanner@gmail.com

to discuss any further tech questions

For any **time sensitive only** information needed they can be reached at
(cell) 778-679-1502


